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INTRODUCTION 

Â resurgence 01 Interest 1n "Industriai1z?tion" Is underway through- 

out the development community.    The process of Industrial development 

1$ one of several  compiementary strategies available whereby basic 

human needs can be satisfied, development benefits can be more equitably 

distributed, and greater self-reliance can be promoted.    The setting and 

orientation of Industrial development 1n the 1970's has several new 

dimensions.   Whereas Industry was quite limited 1n the less developed 

countries 1n the 1950's, by now a substantial number of private and public 

enterprises, supported by a broad range of service institutions, exist 1n 

roost developing areas.    This change has been accompanied by a fundamental 

redirection in national development policies.   Disillusioned with "trickle- 

down" economic development theories primarily based on urban centered 

Industrialization strategies, many countries are taking a multi-sector 

approach to industrial development--one that emphasizes small-scale 

non-farm enterprises, rural and urban linkages, and appropriate use of 

local resources. ' 

In carrying out their new Industrial development policies, governments 

depend upon numerous support services, commonly referred to as the 

"Industrial in'^astructure."    This infrastructure has th-<?e dimensions- 

physical, socio-ecoiioiiric, and institutional.    (Barber, 1977)    The 

Institutional Infrastructure—encompassing industrial development banks, 

credit institutions, Industrial extension agencies, management training 

Institutes, research centers, central banks, and planning agencies- 

plays a pivotal role in establishing and maintaining industry.    Given 

Its importance, this paper analyzes the process by which industrial 

Institutions succeed and fail  in providing appropriate support services 

to industries.    More specifically, 1t examines the salient characteristics 

of "viable" or successful industrial institutions and explores the service 
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delivery related factors which contribute to, or detract from, Institu- 

tional viability.    The discuss 1on_ls_ tailored to the specific conditions 

and needs of least develu^cu Air¡can countries. 

Ut expect readers to find the paper useful in several ways: 

In Section I an operational definition of Institu- 
tional "viability", relevant to Industrial service 
Institutions, Is introduced 
tion Building" concepts and 
Eaton, 1972; Blase, 1973), 
of viability are presented. 
applicable to a wide range 
industrial Institutions. 

Grounded 1n "Instltu- 
experlence (Esman, 1969; 
measurable Indicators 

These indicators are 
of Industrial and non- 

In Section II a practical approach 1s Introduced for 
analyzing service delivery implementation 1n Indus- 
trial Institutions.    This approach 1s useful  1n 
Identifying factors which support and detract from 
the appropriate and timely delivery of Industria! 
services.   Fundamental causes of implementation 
impediments are clarified with this approach. 

In the final section, the paper presents conclu- 
sion? and recommendations for improving service 
delivery by  industrial institutions.   The 
recommendations are modest—tney assume that Incremental 
charies can be made 1f they are suitable and feasible 
wlti.m the environment of tl.a least-developed countries. 
The recommendations are applicable to countries or Insti- 
tutions which are firmly conwltted to broad-based industrial 
development. 

m 
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SECTION I;    W CHARACTERISTICS OF "VI"ÎLE" INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTIONS 

At present rccst African coi'ntries do not have a rational and uniform 

institutional Infrastructure for industry.    Industrial institutions 

Include a variety of organizations and bodies—large and small, urban 
and rural, public e.u prívete.   The diversity of these Institutions poses 

many analytic difficulties.    Thus, we suggest a process-oriented approach 
which focuses on Institutional "viability" and the factors which con- 
tribute to 1t.   That 1s, we favor an approach which is oriented toward the 

establishment of "viable Institutions", e^., those Institutions that 

demonstrate a continuous ability to support industry In such a way that 
national development objectives are accomplished. 

The concept of viable or successful Institutions has as its foundation 
the extensive literature and experience on "Institution Building". 

(Blase, 1973)     What we refer to ss a viable Institution 1s what has 

been called the "end states of the Institution-building process—the 
directions toward which ventures should be moving."   (Esman, 1969)     As 

Esman conceived it, the criteria for these "end-state" viable institutions 

would be spedì .c for each activity, but 1n general have Jie following 
attributes: 

(1) Technical capacity, the ability to deliver technical 
services which are innovations to the society at an 
Increasing level of competence, whether they be teaching 
agricultural sciences, enforcing income taxes or pro- 
viding family planning services. 

(2) Normative commitment, the extent to which the Innovative 
Ideas, relationships"* and practices for which the organi- 
zation stands have been internalized by its staff — for 
example the merit system for personnel selection or partici' 
pati ve roles for students. 
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(3) 

(*) 

(5) 

Jnr vati ve thrus«:, the abi;  ty of the institi :1on to 
continue to imioJut^ sc t.l...t :h- :.:.. .-J'::,elogies and 
behavior patterns which it introduced may not be frozen 
1n their original for«!, but the institution can continually 
learn and adept to new techno"! ogi cai and political 
opportunities. 

Environmerita', 'irugo, che extent to which the institution 
Is valued or favorably regarded in the society.    This can 
be demonstrated by its ability a) to acquire resources 
without paying a high price in its change objectives, 
b) to operate in ways that deviate from traditional 
patterns, c) to defend itself against attack and criti- 
cism, d) to influence dscisions in its functional area, 
and e) to enlarge and expand its sphere of action. 

Spread affect, whethar the innovative technologies, norms 
or behavior patterns for which the institution stands have 
been ta.':en up and integrated Into the on-going activities 
of other organizations. 

E&nan and his follov/ars have addressed themselves, primarily, to the 

process of putting in ple.ee the conditions required to "create" an 
institution.   Ecrran's model of the institution building universe defines 

a series of "conditions precedent" for an Institution and, 1n addition, 

places the institution in its environmental context: 

i 

"In the guiding concepts there are two groups of variables or 
factors that are considered important to understanding and gui- 
ding Institution building activity. These are cha "institution 
variables", which are essentially concerned with the organization 
Itself, and the "ljnkaoe^warla.hjei", which are mainly concerned 
with external relations;"" (Esman, 19Ó9) 

The empirical question of whether "viable" Institutions had In fact 

been created by the building process was given only cursory treatment 

1n the literature. The preliminary ideas advanced by Esman were not 

refined, or presented 1n terms which allowed a practical test of 

their utility. 
*> 

. _i 
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Several years ago, Practical Concepts Incorporated (PCP became Inte- 

rested 1n measuring and évalue ting orfani Iû VUnsl perform ce in less 

developed country contexts.    Drawing on the Institution Building 

experience, PCI undertook a research effort to refine Esman's "end- 

state" institution concepts In the form of an Institutional Viability 

Model (PCI, 1974)     This model, which 1s explained and adapted to 
Industrial Institutions below, focuses on the development of "viability" 

Indicators.and a practical Measurement ¿pproacn. 

In the Institutional Viability Model, Institution 1s defined as a sig- 

nificant practice, relationship, organization 1n a society or culture; 

an established organization or corporation.    And it defines viable as 

capable of living, capable of growing or developing, capable or working, 
functioning, or developing adequately, capable of existence or develop- 

ment as an independent unit as when a colony becomes a state.    The defi- 
nition for viability gives meaning for the term established organization 

1n the definition of an institution, ike., an institution or organization 

capable of existence and development as an Independent unit.    In developing 

this   model, PCI's first step was to define the characteristics that made 
an organization viable and then define ways of measuring organizational 

viability. 

N 

This model of measuring organizational viability differs from traditional 

measures of organizational performance by focusing not only on the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the organization, but also Its ability 

to continue to produce in an effective and efficient manner in a new 

situation, that is, to continue to develop as a functioning unit.    In 
measuring effectiveness (the actual production of power to produce an 

effect) and efficiency (productivity without waste), we are properly 

measuring end-states which tell us that organization X is or 1s not 

fulfilling its mission.    Viability goes beyond an assessment of 
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effectiveness    id efficiency In the ne r term to deal more directly 

with the orga.matiorrs àuiiuy to continue to produce without waste 

In new situations, assessing Integrated effectiveness—total effect- 
over the Ufe of an organization. 

A.    Essential Elerents of Organization Viability 

After extensiva analytical effort, the following three properties wert 
determined to be essential to an organization. 

• lpSi:    "Nte cognitive dimension of what people think 
about an organization:    knowledge, on the part of those 
Internal as well as external to the organization, as to 
what th.; organization is and does, and why it exists; 

• Connotation:    The affective dimension of attitudes held 
about on organization:    the assessment of where those 
Internal and external to the organization place the 
organization's image in their structure of personal be- 
liefs and priorities; 

• Purchasables:   Money and the things that have been or 
can be bought or purchased. 

An Immediate value of these definitions as a working hypothesis 1s 

that It points up c possible fallacy 1n much of our thinking about 

organizations fier se.   We typically concern ourselves primarily with 
the tangibles—money and the things that money can buy.   However, 

the proposed definitions suggest that money considers only one—and 

possibly the least important—of three dimensions.of concern. 

1.   Image (I) 

Image 1s the Identification of what the organization Is, what it does, 

end why it does It. It has two distinct components-doctrine and progVam. 
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Doctrine Is te general statement of organizational mis: ion—Its ethos, 

constraints, etc.—and 1s basically unchanging over the Ufe of an 
organization.   Doctrine 1s easily understandable when we speak of the 

doctrine of a local bank or management training center.    In operational 

terms, doctrine limits what a training center will do 1n order to 
survive when it has been demonstrated that none of the programs that 

are currently anticipated will 1n fact result In viability. 

The second component of Image 1s program—the things that the organi- 

zation actually does to sustain Itself.   Program 1s changeable and 

can be varied within limits fixed by doctrine.    Thus, one bank may 

service urban Industries, while another may be "full service" in both 

urban and rural areas—where the programs may be similar but the need to 

relate to the environment makes certain types of adaptation more 

desirable. 

2. Coi notation (C) 

If image shows perceptions or awareness of the organization's program and 

doctrines, then connotation shows how the program and doctrine 1s valued. 
Internal to tne organization, connotation equates quite well with the 

conventional use of the term morale.   However, '•connotation" 1s a more 

figniflcant concept than morale because (a) of the distinction between 
the doctrinal and program components of Image, and (b) connotation is 

concerned with views of those external to the organization as well as 

internal. 

3. Purchasables   (p) 

Purchasables equate to financial and monetary concepts, which need 

little description here.   Note, however, that people's time can be 
bought with money and can be valued or cos ted, along with such other 

tangibles as physical plant, training materials, etc.    However, 
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productivity, or the anojnt cf hjarar* UK.-^ expc;.í¿J to advance the 
organization's nisslon and consistent with the organization's Image 

Is a function of connotation and purchasables—wlth the former being 
far the more significant factor. There Is clearly a convertibility 

1n the three clans-îtâi dimensions of the organization viability model. 

Purchasables can be used to create or change Image, connotation can 
and must be converted to purchasaules, etc. 

An organization that has Image, connotation, and purchasables exists. 
The state of being that ensures preservation of these essential 

' properties Is what we call viability.   Thus, to the extent that an 

industrial institution can guarantee continuation If Its Image, 

positive connotation, and replenishment of its purchasables, It will 

continue to exist, or r.ieet our general definition of viability. 
The Issue then in assessing viability is the extent to which the 
organization will continue tc regenerate I, C. and P given thm 
probable future of its environment. 

B-   J^ll^tutjojal Viability Model and Esman's Institutional 
End-State   Conditions ""**  

To what degree does the Institutional Viability model subsume the 

current uninsurable end-state conditions Identified by Esman?   The 
interrelationships are explained below: 

•     Technical Capacity and Institutional Viability 

Esman defined technical capacity as organizational ability 
to deliver services at an Increasing level of competence. 
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This concept of technical capacity contali^ two dimensions: 
ability to provide services and increasing competence,   with 
In our model the first of these dimensions is treated in 
"converted" form.   The ability to provide services is deter- 
mined by the actual response oTTlients to those goods and 
services.    If technical capacity" is such that client needs 
are met, then that capacity 1s contextually adequate.    If 
client needs are better met as the organization ages, then 
competence is increasing.    Both of these factors are dis- 
coverable as increases in, and trends for, external Connota- 
tion and Image. 

Normative Commitment and Institutional Viability 

Esman defined normative commitment as the extent to which 
ideas, relationships and practices for which the organiza- 
tion stands have been internalized by the staff. 
Normative commitment is, in our model,  Internal Connotation. 

Innovative Thrust and Institutional V'ability 

Innovative thrust was defined by Esman as the ability of 
the organization to continue to learn and adapt.   The 
ability of an organization to learn and adapt covered in 
"Innovative Thrust" is net treated directly in our model. 
However, the ability to effectively serve diverse popula- 
tions, or provide a diversity of service,   s both a 
result of "innovative thrust" and a natural  fall-out from 
the Image and Connotation measurements.    An organization 
that does only what is is "pre- programmed" to do will not 
be expanding its client base (Image consensus spreads 
beyond clients), nor be associated with diverse programs 
(Image includes diverse programs), nor will  it be valued 
by a diversity of target groups (Connotation high for 
target and non-target populations).   Oui" analysis agréas 
wítii csi.ian's  in perceiving the ability tc innovate— 
adapt to enei ronmental change in "unprogramed" ways—as a 
key factor in viability and probably the best single 
measure of viability.    We suggest further than "innovation 
quality" is the net increase in 1, C, and P. 

É 
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Environmental lEùi and Institutional Viability 

Env ITO orientai 
tue 
 ¡mà<Le_ was defined as the extent to which 
organization is" valued or favorably regarded in the 

society.    Environmental  Image, as defined by Esman, thus 
addresses two viability 1nd1cators--(External) Image 
and (External) Connotation.    Esman's use of the term 
"Image" corresponds more directly with External Conno- 
tation.    Esman does not seem to deal with what we call 
External Image.    We feel  that our distinction between 
"Image" and connotation provides much greater diagnostic 
power. 

Spread Effect and Institutional Viability 

Spread Effect was defined as whether the technologies, 
norms and patterns which the organization stands for 
have been adopted by other organizations.   Spread effect 
Is dealt with as the Increase in Image over non-target 
populations, complements, etc.    The viability model thus 
addresses the earliest stage of innovation "spread"—the 
knowledge of the innovation (image).    The model also 
addresses the Intermediate stage of "spread" effect-- 
attltude regarding the innovation (connotation). 

C.     The Measurement of Viability In Industrial Institutions 

A balance sheet approach can be used to measure the viability of 

Industrial Institutions.    This approach assesses the net value of 

the organization 1n terms of the three dimensions of Image (I), 

Connotation (C), and Purchasables (P).    In this section we specify 
the balance sheet measurement approach.    The first step 1n the 

specification of that approach 1s the identification of the model's 
metsûrement emphasis. 

1.    Image 

In measuring Image In a viability assessment the emphasis 1s on 

Image consensus:    the extent to which the members of an organization 
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similarly perceive themselves, and are perceived.   The emphasis on 

Image   consensus means th** organi zational Image is higher when: 
more people or Industries believe that smae things about a support 
Institution-, the same people or industries believe more things 

about a support institution; or the same people or industries believe 

the same things with more certainty. 

If there is a high Image consensus, then the organization will tend 

to "become" or "live up to" its Image and we have a positive factor 
for viability.   On the other hand, low Image consensus, or an undesirable 

1ntígé¿ argues against viability.   An undesirable Image 1s one that does 
not Include effectiveness or is Inconsistent with development goals. 

TWO different Industrial examples of undesirable images are:    (1) A 

training center thought of as a place that only the unsuccessful 
managers attend; and (2)   A banking organization that has profit as its 

only goal. 

2.    Connotation 

In measuring connotation the emphasis 1s on assessing morale as 

potential enr-gy.    Are those Interna" to the organizad in willing to 
work hard for the organization—do they associate achievement of their 

personal goals with organizational success?   Are those external to the 
organization willing to expend their energy to avail themselves of the 

organization's services because they value what the organization is and 

does?   In selecting an emphasis on connotation as potential energy for 

measurement purposes, we expect the connotation of an organization to 
Increase when:    (1) .An organization's Image changes to match people's 

needs, desires, and preferences; and (2) people's needs, desires, and 
preferences change and match an organization's Image.   Thus changes that 
reduce connotation, or a lack of change, are signals Indicating that 

connotation is not being replenished in the manner required for viability. 
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3.   Purchasables 

In measuring the purchasables dimension of an organization we are 

concerned, from a viability standpoint, with endurance-the length 

of time the organization could exist without new money, income, or 

subsidy from external sources.- 

The second major step is measuring institutional viability is to 
lay out the key elements of a viability assessment using a "Balance 
Sheet" approach.   This approach includes a Balance Sheet and a Viability 

Status Report based on the results of the analysis.    Both are described 

below: 

«    The Viability Balance Sheet (See Table 1) 

The basic balance sheet form is a 3 x 3 matrix.   The 
columns in tñe matrix are the basic characterlstics- 
Purchasables, Connotation and Image.   The matrix rows 
refer to the data collected on each basic character- 
istic: 

— Internal Data: 
— External Data: 

Data from leaders, members 
Data from industries, sponsors, 
suppliers, etc. 

—   Sensitivity Data:   Daw from sources inside the 
organization concerning sources 
outside the organization. 

The Viability Status Report (See Table '¿) 

This report 1s based on the balance sheet for an organi- 
zation. 

1/ In addition to the specific emphasis identified for each of the 
above characteristics, there is one general «f u^n* f^"1* *hl0 
to an assessment of all ^»--nr^ni rational Sensitivity.   To be viable 
an organization must not only have sufficient 1. I, and K it must also 
accurately sense them.    For example, a training center whose image depends 
of Riding extension services, but thinks of these reviews as a sideline, 
may Inadvertently put itself out of business by de-emphasizing the«. 
Sensitivity to Purchasables, Connotation and Image are, of course, 
especially important during times of change. 

«I 
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TABLE 2: VIABILITY STATUS REPORT 

ACCESS TO PURCHASABLES 

1. Capacity for subsistence without money from external 
sources. 

2. Linkage Strength: Prospects for future funding, etc. 

ACCESS TO CONNOTATION AND IMAGF 

1. Current position 1n the client environment. (How 

would the Institution be faring if Industry were 
the sponsors? 

2. Ovt the short-term, 1s #1 jn the up-swlng or down- 
swing? 

3. Long-term prospects. 

OBSERVATIONS 

1. Areas where the Institution can be trusted with new 
responsibilities. 

2. Artas of opportunity or problems. 



«fTlna II:    SERV• nnTVERY PROCErT' '"" '"«TTHTinwAl  VIABILITY 

Sovernments m the Mt developed countries seek the establishment of 

•viable" industrial Institutions to further their national development 

Objectives.   Frequently, howover. such Institutions-even after long 
periods of nurturlng-appear to have contradictory »Images-   low valued 

"Connotations" and high dependence on government support for their 
»Purchasables.»   In short, many key industrial Institutions (not to mention 

the industries they support) rate low on a »viability balance sheet. 

One approach to understanding-and thus being 1n a position of Influencing 

how institutions become viable is to explore their service delivery 
characteristics.    Therefore, we turn our attention to a consideration of 

how the service delivery function contributes to and detracts from 1nst - 

tutional viability.   °r ' <• •* »rvicr delivery from an implementation 

,«w^< nersoectiv, it « <•*•* to analyre impediments to a viable     .. 
i„,nt„tinn e«tens rk.    In turn   the primary causes of these 

Impediments can be 1 sol »ft ""d discussed. 

A.    INSTITUTIONAL %B^.K:    THE IWlTOKTATltti CK> E, 

Severa'l .stages are involved In the 1mp.ementat1on of industrial services. 

By Implementation, we refer to the process of transforming Industrial 

Institution'service delivery policies and plans into desired results- 
national industrial development.   The major implementation stages can be 

Identified, along with their Interrelationships, in terms of the   imp e- 
aentatlon cyc.e" model presented in Figure 1.    (Ingle:   1978)   The rational, 

underlying the implementation cycle approach 1s that Institutional programs, 

including service delivery activities, necessarily move through several 

unique stages from the point of their conception to the point where they 
are self-sustaining, thus contributing to an institution's viability. 

(Radosevich:   1974) 
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DIRECT ACTION 

,..    FEEDBACK 

1. IMPLEMENTATION ANA 
LYSIS AND PLANNING 

/ A 

4. IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND 
INSTITUTIONALIZATION 

3.   OPERA 

MONI 

IONS AND 

ORING 

2.    ORGANIZATION AND 

START-UP 

FIGURE 1:    INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTION SERVICE DELIVERY IMPLEMENTATION CYCLE 
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Importantly for the eventual success of the service delivery activity, 
key managerla« processe? ire r&quireo at each Implement..don stage. 

The Implementation stages, along with a brief description of their 

accompanying manacjer'a1. processes, are discussed below: 

• Implementation Analysis and Planning 

Once services are tentatively agreed upon (or a service 
change is rpproved), managsment nseds to assure their 
suitability and feasibility with respect to established 
national objectives and the Industrial  task-environment. 
This 1s accomplished during the Implementation Analysis 
and Planning stage.    Key processes Include implementation 
analysis or feasibility (Hargrove:    1975; Allison:   1975), 
detailed scheduling, responsibility assignment, and con- 
tingency planning.    In response to feedback on unexpected 
changés 1n the task-environment, the Implementation Analysis 
and Planning process miy be reinvoked in the form of 
reanalysis and redesign. 

t    Organization and Start-up Activity 

Following a final decision within the Institution to 
deliver a service, the Initiation stage begins.   This 
1s a period of high and innovative activity.    The Imple- 
mentation staff, frequently newly hired, must verify (and 
alter 1f required) implementation plans, recruit and train. 
staff, and establish appropriate service procedures. 

• Operations and Monitoring 

At this point, the service delivery activity can be 
expected to ba fully operational and taryet group 
members (various industries) should be using the 
services 1n the expected manner.    This 1s also the 
stage where si.ppcrt 's <le/°loped in the external environ- 
ment.   Such support Is often dependent on meeting stipu- 
lated service objectives within time and cost constraints. 

• Impact Assessment and Institutionalization 

The final Implementation stage 1s Impact Assessment 
(or Evaluation) and Institutionalization where the 
Institution reviews the impact of its service delivery 
experience on industrial development and makes major 
changes, as required, to assure improved impact in the 
future.    At this stage services become self-sustaining 
(I.e., institutionalized) or are phased-out. 

i s 
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B.   SERVICE DELIVERY IMPEDIMENTS AND THEIR CAUSES:    THE 

"LEAKY-PIPE" MODEL 

The implementation process by which the four service delivery phases 
contribute to, or detract from, institutional viability can be depicted 
1n a flow or "Leaky-Pipe" model.   (See Figure 2.)   This model shows how 
the stages are interrelated, and also indicates the several locations 
where service delivery Impediments, or leakages in the flow, are likely 

. to occur. 

Using the Leaky-P1pe model as a guide, 1t is possible to Isolate and 
classify common industrial  Institution service delivery Impediments 
according to their stage in the Implementation cycle.   A representative 
11st of service delivery impediments typically found in least developed 

countries is presented in Table 3. 

An analysis of the impediments showing up at each stage suggests that 
they can be summarized in terms of two concepts:   (1) non-valid trans- 
actions between industrial  institutions and the industries they service; 
and. (2) inappropriate behavioral reinforcement within the industrial 
Institutions.    In simple terms the ke.   impediment is th«". valid transactions 

between institutions and industries do not occur as required at various 
stages of the service delivery process.   Usually, the rewards institutions 

receive for delivering services to industry are not linked to industrial 
development objectives, but rather to bureaucratic survival and the 
continued generation of funds.   As a result, industrial  institutions 
receive inappropriate behavioral reinforcements (valued incentives).   This 
gradually contributes to contradictory "Images," low "Connotation," and 

a shortage of "Purchasables." 

Institutional examples of these non-valid service transactions, by stage 

1n the implementation cycle, Include: 
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t. Implementation Analysis and Planning 
: Under severe time pressure, « national bank establishes a 
credit program for small-scale rural enterprises without 

" Involving knowledgeable representatives of these enter- 
:.a •• prises in the olanning process. Not surprisingly, loan 

rates during the first few years of operation are low. 

• Organization and Start-Up 

In establishing a new training Pr;9rarn.f°rr
1"J^ía1 

extension agents, the Management Training Center is 
Sabl?S requit staff with previous 1 ndustria expedi- 
ence A follow-up participant survey suggests that few or 
?he trianlng programs concepts and techniques are being 
used. 

• Operations and Monitoring 

A maior aar1-bus1ness 1s diversifying its product line. 
No zirlici responsi is evident. The a^^lness begins 
to view the service Infrastructure as a burden and lia- 
bility, 

t Evaluation and Institutionalization 

The country has decided on a major industrial déconcentration 
program. No changa is evident in the key government-sponsored 
agribusiness extension program, although its funding remains 
at a constant level. 

Table 3 also presents a list of generic institutional "causes" for service 

delivery Impediments at each stage of the implementation cycle. 

Our analysis suggests that a key to understanding the cause of these 
Impediments involves the management of Industrial 1nst1tut1ons-or more 

precisely the lack of integrated management processes. To have "valid 

transactions" and "appropriate reinforcement," institutions require 

affective procedures: (1) for managing information about their Internal 

and external environment, and 12) for managing resources in response to 

that Information. Our analysis of successful industrial institutions 1n 
the least developed countr^c inrfiratPs the presence of an integrated 

management system which provides accurate information and timely responses 

across all implementation stages. Conversely, unsuccessful Institutions 
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usually lack an Integrated management system which Impedes them from 

providing discipline and control over service delivery, from original 

Inception through successful completion. Specifically, they lack one 

or both of the following basic elements of an Integrated management system: 

• The basic tools, techniques and processes for con- 
ducting appropriate analyses, developing schedules, 
and setting up useful monitoring, reporting and 
assessment procedures. 

• The Internal procedures by which the Individual service 
delivery processes at each Implementation stage are 
integrated Into a single practical system, and by which 
the service delivery activity 1s managed and controlled. 
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yrrm* ITI:    CONCLUSIONSJWDJgCQjjMgNDAIìOSS. 

Th. preceding analysis allows us to draw some tentative conclusions 
as to the common service delivery factors contributing to non-viable 
industrial institutions, and sugoest some recommendations for improving 
the implementation of Industrial services.    These are presented below: 

Conclusion 1-   The Current RelnforcemenlJ^ç^rjJiLina^sirJal Conclusioni.   l^^^^j^y^j^Ti^tnmmLmrssr 
3uëmënt Above Appropriât» Sprvice Delivery 

The major service delivery impediments can be characterized in terms 

of non-valid transactions between industrial institutions and Indus. 

trill establishments. The overwhelming deficiency in service delivery 

«onanisms is that the reinforcement or reward structure is not related 

to promoting institutional "viability" and industrial development. 

Indicative of this situation are a series of impediments or leakages 

it each stage in the service delivery implementation cycle. 

Recommendations: 

e Establish a service delivery process which assures 
valid transactions based on appropriate reinforce- 

-• '     ment between industrial institutions and the lories 
they support. This can be accomplished by assuring that 
Institutional rewards are based primarily on the actual 
service related performance of recipient industries. 

#' To accomplish this, least developed countries and 
<   Industrial institutions can follow the example of 

"viable" service institutions—they can establish 
Integrated management processes for managing their 
resources in response to conditions in their internal 
and external environments. This can be done by incor- 
porating a set of integrated tools and procedures for 
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managing and controlling service delivery at every 
stage of the implementation process.   Recommendations 
for tools appropriate to & :h stage in the in lementa- 
t1on cycle c.- ¿w-:ribGd more fully below. 

Conclusion 2:   Detailed Implementation Analaysis and Planning 
For Industrial Services Is Insufficient or Inaccurate. 

Implementation Analaysis and Planning for the development of Industry 

Is frequently Insufficient or inaccurate.   Conventional planning 

approaches do not emphasize the importance of information on the 

Industrial task-environment.   Services are inadvertantly selected, 
not on the basis of industry "need", but on their previous support and 

•ase of implementation.    In addition, current approaches are episodic, I.e., 

they only acknowledge and treat one component of the service delivery 

process or are aimed at short-term goals. 

Reconnendations: 

Adopt a comprehensive service delivery analysis and 
planning process which emphasizes the importance 
of the industrial context.    Practical analysi- tools 
and techniques, aoapted to least oeveloped country set- 
tings, should be stressed.(For examples of such techniques 
see PCI: 1975 ;  PCI: 1976; PCI: 1977 and Oelp:    1977) 
Major problems and their causes must be determined, and if this 
first requires a gathering of better vital statistics, 
then this should be done.    (For a Manager's Guide to Data 
Collection, see PCI:    1978.)   Industrial problems should 
not be artificially constrained.   One must examine all kinds 
of deficiencies in the operation of enterprises,» including 
social values that may affect the operations of indus- . 
trial organizations in various settings.    Cultural mores 
and reward systems as well as traditional industrial and 
small scale enterprise practices must be acknowledged. 
Service delivery must be responsive to these norms,    lhey 
must serve all  the assessed industrial needs.   Oust as 
the best doctor treats the whole patient, and listens 
carefully to the patient's statements of problem and envir- 
onment, so an effective service delivery system must be 
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prepared to consider the total social and physical envlron- 
KPoftho oopulace 1t serves.   Emphasis must be on causes, 
opportunities, and long-term results. 

•     Since Industries are dependent on a variety °J "J^i77) 
service delivery coordination is essential.    (Barber,  wi) 
ïoweler, we suggest that Industrial  Institutions be given 
Station responsibility and training ra her than   o 
expect a national board or body to perform this f""C«0"• 
initial  analysis conducted by the service institutions can 
iîtîbî s^ÍneínerTt is realistic to obtair; suppor     rom 
other institutions.    Given substantiademand for services, 
most Institutions can locate and choose inpactar??* where 

probability of success 1s high.    As a P««ut1on they 
can arrange to monitor important «*tfnal

!f
c;^!îlïSd 

may Influence service delivery Impact.    If "n;*P?«ed   ^ 
Sanges occur, these can be quickly sensed and used to make 
timely service changes. 

Conclusion 3:    Many lndusjtrjalje^^ 
TOñqlhFTr^ruial jrga"^»tion and Start-up 

Some of the most com.cn s2rv1ce delivery «leakages«   can be attributed 

to Initial procedural ouays and Inappropriate staffing.    Service 

implemento« frequently have rot been involved in the planning 

process. 

! 

Recommendation: 

Service implementors, as soon as they are «signed, 
should review implementation plans and assure their 
accuracy.   Wh-re qualified staff is not available, or 
Strî need no longer evident, immediate s tops should 
be taken to alter or terminate the service activities. 
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Conclusion 4:   Many Ongoing Service Activities Are Weither 
Properly hioniToreà or Lvaluateo 

Many industrial programs suffer fro« a lack of administrative 
effectiveness and efficiency.   Service records are poorly-kept.   Sufficient 
time Is not allocated for activities, staff do not have clear 
objectives, vehicles are not available at the right place it tht right 
time, etc.     Collusion within and between Industrial institutions 
1s frequent.   This situation 1s allowed to continue because per- 
formance based monitoring and evaluation is not usually carried out, 
and even less frequently acted upon.   Ineffective or even dangerously 
obstructive activities are allowed to contino« without modification. 
Past Mistakes are often repeated 1n current efforts. 

iation: 

Service activities should be continuously monitored. 
and periodically evaluated,   Nerjnement must be flexible 
to respond immediately to those evaluations, tochanje 
direction,or even terminate «ervice programs w*ere tnyy 
art .neffective.    It is impt.-etive that, institutions J« 
toppiemer.tea uy continuous reiifwcement if they ere to 
»«come self-sustaining, and contribute to instltotiomal 
viability. 

*s\ 
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